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About This Game

Set in a futuristic Odyssey, "The Next Penelope" is a fast paced action racing game with loud colors, an original story
and a challenging risk-reward system.

If you've played a MicroMachines game, you'll feel right at home with the controls! (An alternative control scheme is
available for newcomers as well.)

Weapons can be mixed and used at any time, but all these abilities cost vital energy, so the player is very powerful and
close to death at the same time!

As Penelope is looking for Ulysses through the galaxy, the player is free to explore the planets in any order. Each world
features unique situations, races, even bosses, and new permanent abilities to enhance Penelope's spaceship.
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First released as an early access, The Next Penelope has known 6 months of additional development with the help of the
community, and has now new features such as local multiplayer (up to 4 friends on the same keyboard!), more solo
content, new languages and options ...
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Title: The Next Penelope
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Aurelien Regard
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 29 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian
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Stratus definitely feels like the original Netstorm at its core. Before the game starts, selecting your video settings is important
cuz you can't do those in game yet. Aside from the lack of a main menu of any kind, navigating the initial rings for starting a
game is pretty self explanatory if you've played the original Netstorm. With some minor adjustments to controls and upcoming
button\/unit information options, it should be extremely user friendly to start a game.

Once you're in the game, the 360 degree camera control with a wide zoom range is incredibly facinating. I had seen pictures, but
had not anticipated how different the various camera angles would feel. Fully zoomed in almost feels like a first person strategy
game, while the fully zoomed out, true birds-eye view, makes it feel like more of a puzzle game.

There are definite bugs as you play right now. Some of the bridge ends don't connect, some of the units don't build properly and
the lack of continuation between the animation of some moving parts makes it confusing when I try and figure out the minutia
of what's going on; something I think is necessary for a strategy game.

There are also smaller fixes that i would like to see, like a more asthetic chat box, hotkeys, an easier way to find my priest, and
the obvious completion of each fury. I can only assume these are just a matter of time.

Overall, this is a GREAT start! The development is true to its inspiration. It just needs to be more crisp. I am hopeful in
thinking the needs i see are simple fixes once Stratus picks up real momentum.. This game is a hidden gem, the movement
system is amazing. the combat is O.K but just running around the world & jumping with the L.E.A.F. suit just feels amazing,
The story is pretty interesting as well. I highly recommend it.. The editor is fantastic, simplistic and easy to learn, but allows
very deep creations.
Highly recommended if you enjoy building worlds, just know that the building and visiting other places to mess around is all
that's too it at the moment, but damn it's still fun.. If you are a fan of The Legend of Zelda: Link to The Past, Secret of Mana, or
Adventure-RPGs of yesteryear, this is one of the titles you have to have in your library.

RnR is a real treat and a load of fun. With not much more needing to be said. If you like this style of game, you will love this.
Link to The Past is often considered to be the premier example of this style of game, well, Rack N Ruin is the evil little cousin!.
Ah, a true TS Essential. Usually if a piece of DLC is less than \u00a310, I suggest get it & this is no exception. It's great value
for money and a true bargain in a Sale, but what do you get? Two liveries, countless variations of trains (2-car, 3-car, 4-car,
etc.), custom destination boards and three scenarios.

However, that's not really the point. This pack is pretty much essential if you play TS, or like to create your own scenarios or
download content for the Steam Workshop - many, many scenarios use these and they are just fantastic. The liveries are nicely
done (especially the Blue & Grey), it comes with a ton of features and is... challenging to drive. If you're not used to gears on a
loco, bear that in mind - you'll learn it eventually though and to be honest, it's more difficult for me on the Class 03 but that's
another story.

My Dad say's these DMU's used to be his favourite - he'd travel on them on the way home from School and would alway's try
and bag the seat where you could see the Driver at the Controls & the line ahead. After using this pack quite a lot, it's easy to see
why he liked them. And for the price, I suggest that you don't wait for the Sales to get this. Get it none-the-less - it's just
fantastic!. A great game for your gambling fix coming back from vegas.. After playing this game for only a short amount of
time, I immediately found out that it was absolute rubbish. 2\/10 stars.
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Its like SpeedBall with robots at a rave, But British so everyone waits their turn.. The game just doesn't feel rewarding enough to
justify the frustrating controls. Upon finishing a puzzle I'm more apt to say "bleh, glad I don't have to do that again" rather than,
"wow, I wonder how I can do that better next time!" In other words, it's not fun at all.. This game is really good if you know
your way around.
While the reviews are mixed, the game itself is great.

If you enjoy having to grind for a bit to earn your dream car with your sweet-earned bucks then you're welcome to give this
game a try. It's not really worth the full price it's asking you for, you could wait for a sale but who am I to tell you this, it's
completely up to you. I've personally gotten it during a Christmas sale when the price dropped down to 20 euros.

Over-all, the graphics are pretty neat, same goes for the physics, the game itself isn't meant to be a realistic simulator but it does
aim somewhere towards that.

On the other hand, even if it's not aimed to be a realistic driving simulator, attempting to defeat races on the Ace difficulty
could really give you a hard time.

One thing I'd like to add is that the game would be more enjoyable if we got more rewards when we're roaming with our Crews
around the entire map. It would definitely motivate more people to form up a squad and drive around the city.. Hugely
disappointing, especially after the complex and interesting Moonbase Alpha. I've played more interesting and educational free
flash games. I do hope this isn't representative of things to come with Astronaut Academy. Barely even passable as a mission-0
game tutorial. There's supposed to be 20 minutes of game intro here, but it's all "things move slow here" artificial padding, with
barely 5 minutes of content extended by boredom.

Along with the poor scripting, the controls are horrible. Play it with a controller or don't bother. The mouse mode doesn't even
trap the cursor, so get used to accidentally clicking away from the game window while trying to turn.

The only point of hope I see here for the continuing Starlite project is the visual design. While not AAA-level, the designs are
interesting and engaging. And if the robots look a little cartoony... well, real space assistant robot design is headed that way
anyway, if Japan has anything to say about it.

Bottom line, even as a sneak preview, this should never have been released on its own. And certainly not for purchase. As part
of a much larger game, this would simply be a poorly-designed tutorial, and could mostly be ignored. On its own, there's little to
balance out the horrible.. Good DLC that includes alot, if you are in need of Galactic Standards this DLC might benefit you, the
Ships + custom stickers are nice as well.. This game is a short blast of fun.
Smashing Stores is epic especially when activating multipliers.
Abilities is a plus when destroying the mall.

but after unlocking all abilities, the game stops to offer anything more.
It lacks content, different mall structures and some challenges

people running around without clue to the point the run toward your car to die.
Controlling is bad, so add controller support is a plus.
performance is bad as my laptop with gtx 1060 crank to max, but game is still playable.
the mouse doesn't move across the whole screen, which make selecting stuff in the menus hard

overall, this game is suitable to challenge a friend to a high score

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kM54xSpAz5w

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Sj3cybJciyQ
. Nice game, simple but interesting gameplay. But, as it seems to me, the choice of difficulty for the level in the queue is strange
- in one case the levels are too difficult for the constellation, and in another case too easy.
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